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(a) The main objective of this work is to describe a new approach to 
the study of elements of finite order in Lie groups. The central idea is as 
follows: 
Let 6 be a Lie group’ and x E 8 an element of order N. We start by 
attaching tox a family of so called pairs. The nature of each of these pairs 
is that of a couple (z*, N), where z* belongs to a co-root lattice lying inside 
a Cartan subalgebra of the complex Lie algebra of 6, and satisfies 
x - exp i2nnN- ‘z*. (Here, exp stands for the usual exponential map and - 
for conjugation 6.) 
The next step is to concentrate on the pairs themselves and associate 
with each of them a series of mappings and groups (called their objecrs) 
which are then studied. 
* Supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. 
+ Present address: Department of Mathematics, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, 
T6G 2Gl. 
‘Some assumptions are to be made on the nature of (ti and its representations; see
Section 4. 
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Finally, the information gained on these objects is used to determine 
properties of the element x that we started with in the first place. 
In order to provide the reader with a better insight into the problem we 
briefly examine the nature of some of the objects defined bya pair. Suppose 
then that x is as above and that (z*, N) is a pair attached to x. Then 
(z*, N) defines a ring morphismf’ from the integral group algebra Z[P] of 
the weight lattice into the Nth-cyclotomic f eld Q(t), having the property 
that for every representation V f6, 
ch ,,(x) = f' ch( V) (1) 
where ch ,,(x) = tr,(x) is the character ofx at V and ch( V) is the formal 
character ofthe representation. 
Besides f’ there are two subgroups W, and W, of the Weyl group W 
that play a fundamental role in all our constructions. Theyare defined to 
be the decomposition and inertia groups of the prime ideal #’ = ker f’ of 
Z[P]; and are related to x in the following way: Denote by K(x) the 
smallest algebraic number field inwhich x takes character values and let SO 
be the Galois group of Q(r) over K(x). Then 
cqo z w,/ w,. (2) 
The mapping f' and the groups W, and W, are examples of objects 
associated with a pair while (1) and (2) illustrate the ways that hey relate 
to our original e ement. Asfor the type of information that can be obtained 
about x in this manner consider the following example. Define the heighr 
a(x) of x to be the degree of K(x) as an extension of Q. (In practice 
elements of height one are called rational, of height wo quadratic, and so 
on.) Since 
4(N) = l3O/ a(x) (4 = Euler’s phi function) 
the above isomorphism hints at the existence ofa deep connection between 
a(x) and the structure of the Weyl group. In Section 9 we shall see that if p
is an odd prime number and p” divides N then 
where h denotes the Coxeter number of W. 
(b) The paper is divided into two parts and an Appendix. Their con- 
tents are briefly asfoilows: 
Part I. We study pairs and their associated objects from an abstract 
point of view. Although no reference is made to Lie structures thereader 
will have no problem in finding the notation suggestive enough. 
The material inthis part depends ultimately on the arithmetic of ertain 
types of group algebras nd, in all ikelihood, thepowerfulness of uch an 
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approach is far from being fully understood. (For example, R. V. Moody 
and the author made use of similar techniques for a completely different 
putpose in [MPz].) 
Part II. After establishing theconnection between pairs and elements of 
finite order properties of the latter a e studied. 
Appendix. The proof is given of some results on Weyl groups that are 
used in the main text. 
(c) For the most part the notation employed is standard. Inpar- 
ticular, classical symbols have been used to denote the natural numbers, 
the ring of integers, andthe fields ofrational, real and complex numbers. 
The expression “ umber field” isused to denote afinite extension fQ. All 
the notation concerning root systems is that of N. Bourbaki. 
(d) The author would like to thank the people at the Centre de 
recherche d mathematiques appliqdes at the Universite de Montreal for 
their hospitality while this work was being completed. Finally, I convey my 
most sincere gratitude toProfessor R.V. Moody. After all, it was he who I 
first saw writing on a blackboard the magical phrase “Let 9 be a Lie 
algebra... .” 
PART I: ON THE ARITHMETIC OF CERTAIN GROUP ALGEBRAS 
1. Pairs and Objects Defined by Pairs 
Let P be an additive torsion free commutative group and Z[P] its group 
algebra. Thus defined Z[P] is entire and integrally closed [Bbk 1, 
Chap. V, Sect. 1, Ex. 241. 
Let W be a finite multiplicative group of automorphisms ofP. Then W 
acts naturally on Z[P] and we let Z[ P] w denote the subalgebra ofZ[ P] 
consisting of W-invariant elements. 
Finally, consider P as a Z-module and let Q h be its dual. 
DEFINITION. By a pair (of order N) we mean an element z* of Q h 
together with the Nth-primitive root of unity 5 =exp i2xN-‘. Such an 
object we shall henceforth denote by (z*, N). 
Given a pair (z*, N) we let 
f ': UPI + Z[51 
be the ring morphism defined by 
4 
and 
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the group morphism defined by 
fo: p+p;*>, 
where we have denoted by +YN the multiplicative group generated by(. 
We shall denote by f the restriction of S’to Z[ P] w and by i, #z’ and 1 
the kernels of fO, f’, and f, respectively. The following exact diagrams pic- 
ture our present situation. I  here, the injective reductions ofS’ and S have 
been denoted by f’ and f respectively: 
o-p’- Z[P] -L Z[<] 
\A 
ZCPlIfi’ 
o- p-Z[P]” f‘ Z[<] 
Clearly fi is a prime ideal of Z [ P] w and fi’ is a prime ideal of Z[ P] 
lying above fi. We let W, and W, denote the decomposition a d inertia 
groups of fi’. Recall that 
w,= (WE WJw+z’=fi’), 
W,= {WE W~wx=xmod+i’,Vx~Z[PI}. 
We introduce the following fields offractions: 
K’ field of fractions of Z [ P], 
K field of fractions of Z[P] “, 
4’ field of fractions of Z[ P]/fi’, 
R field of fractions Z[P] “//. 
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THEOREM 1. Notation as above: 
(a) Z[ P] is the integral closure of Z[ P] w in IS, 
(b) K’ is a Galois extension of K with Galois group W, 
(c) R’ is a Gaiois extension of A with Galois group canonically 
isomorphic to W,l W,. 
Proof: (a) Reason as in [ MPz] Proposition 3.2. 
(b), (c) Both K and A are of characteristic zero and therefore all exten- 
sions in question are separable. Theproof can now be completed by apply- 
ing [Bbkl, Chap. V, Sect. 2.2, Theorem 2 3 to the prime ideals (0) and b’ of 
zcn I 
Consider now Q(t) as a Galois extension f Q with Galois group 3. 
Extendingf’ and/ to R’ and R and using the fact hat f’l, =.f we obtain the 
following tower of fields: 
(Dl) 
Let gobc 9 be the Galois group of Q(r) overf(R). Sincef’(k’) is normal 
overf(R) every element of SO induces an automorphism off’(K) over f(R). 
Thus there xists a group morphism 
l/l: fob- w,jw, 
given by 
$(a) x =J’- *cg, 
for all xE A’ and cr E‘;t. 
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DEFINITION. We refer to each of .f”, f fO, f’, J fi’, fi, ii/, j W,, W,, A’, 
R, f’(R’), and f(k) as an object defined by (z*, N). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let o E gO and suppose that w E W is such that w E $(o). 
Then the following diagram is commutative: 
Proof: Let p E P. Then 
&(p) = a(<i’*=*) = 
- ~ 
d’eb) = d’eb) =f’+(fl) e(p) =f’we(p) 
=f’e(wp) = ((“fl,=*) =fow(p). 1 
Remark. Proposition 2 leads in a natural way to analogous com- 
mutative diagrams involving Z[P], Z[P]/@‘, and 4’. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a non empty subset of P. We say that (z*, N) is 
A-reduced if the following condition holds: “There exists c1 EA such that 
(4 z* > is relatively prime to N.” We say that (z*, N) is reduced if it is 
P-reduced. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (z*, N) be A-reduced. Then 
(a) fO: p-+0&N is surjective. 
(b) f’: Z[P] -+ Z[<] is surjective. 
(c) f’: f-Q(<) is bijective. 
Proof: It follows from the assumption that there xists a E P such that 
S(E) = [. This clearly implies (a). Now let xE Z[P], say 
Then 
x = f’ C n,e( ice) 
and hence (b). The last assertion now follows from the surjectivity off’. 1 
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PROPOSITION 4. Notation us above 
(a) $: g0 + W,l W, is surjective. 
(b) W,/ W, is abelian. 
(c) If (z*, N) is reduced then II/ is an isomorphism. 
Proox (Recall Diagram (Dl )). Every automorphism of f’(K) over j(J) 
is the restriction of an element of ?JO which implies (a). Now (b) follows 
from (a) given that ?JO is abelian while (c) follows from the last assertion of 
Proposition 3. 1 
2. Characterization of the Decomposition and Inertia Groups 
(We maintain all previous notation. Until Theorem 9 in this ection, we
assume that the pair (z *, N) in question is reduced.) 
If p(T) is a polynomial with integer coefficients thenfor each p E P we let 
;$) denote the element of Z[P] obtained by specifying T= e(p) in p(T). 
A = { 1 E P ( (A, z* ) is relatively prime to N) 
or what is equivalent, 
A = { 1 E P 15 <‘, ‘* >is a primitive Nth-root of 1 }. 
By assumption A is not empty. For each d E Z such that 0< d < N and d 1 N 
we let Qd be the set of Nth-roots ofunity of period and set 
PAT)= n (T-~)EZCTI, 
WEi& 
i.e., pd= the dth-cyclotomic polynomial. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let S be the multiplicative monoid of Z[P] generated 
by the family {p,(l)(l~ A, Otd< N, d( N}. Then S does not meet #‘; in 
particular 0 4S. 
Proof: Let y E S and write y in the form y = JJi,, pd,(/zi). If S’( y) = 0 
then 
for some i, E I. Let n, = (A,, z* ). The above equality shows that 5”” is a 
root of pd,& T). It follows that ”O is of period , which contradicts thefact 
that A, E A. 1 
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Let S-‘Z[P] denote the ring of fractions of ZIP] by S and let 
i.e., $9is the ideal of S-‘Z[P] generated byelements of the form 1 -e(p) 
with y EB. Finally, identify Z[P] inside S-‘Z[P] and let 9’ = 9 n Z[P]. 
PROPOSITION 6. As above let p,,,(T) be the irreducible polynomial of < 
over Q. Then for all 1 E A we have that pN(IZ) E 9’. 
Proof: If R E A then NR ~j and ~~(1) = (e(NA) - l)mdlN ~~(2). 1 
LEMMA 7. fi’=P”. 
Proof 9’ c p’: Let x E 8’. Then x E Z[P] and x can be written in the 
form 
x = c (1 - 4Pi)) Xi/Y, 
iel 
where for all ic 4 pLi EY’, X,E Z[P], and YES. It follows that 
f’(y) f’(x) = 0. By Proposition 5 f’(y) # 0 so that f’(x) = 0 and therefore 
XE+i’. 
#’ c Y: Every element x of Z[P] can uniquely be written i the 
form C cEn n,e(,u) where B c P is finite and np # 0 for all ~1 E52. We call the 
cardinality I(x) of 52 the length of x. Suppose now that fi’ d 9” and choose 
an element 
in b’ but not in 9’ such that I(x) is minimal. We intend to arrive at a 
contradiction. 
For each 0 $ i < N define subsets 52, of !A as follows 
R,={~~El(~,z*)=imodN}. 
Case 1. Only one Qi = $2, is not empty. 
If so then x is of the form x = cjCO nje(pj) where (pjLi’ z*)E i0 mod N for 
all 0< j < k. By assumption f’(x) = 0 so that 
and therefore 
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We claim that XEB’. Indeed 
j=O 
since pi - ,u~ l2 for all 0<<j < k. 
Case 2. At least wo Qi are not empty. 
If this is the case, we claim that if Jzi s not empty then Card Qi = 1. For 
suppose not. Choose i. such that Card Qi,,> 2and let m = CpsRio n,. Fix an 
element ZJ~E!S~ and consider 
x’= mek0) + 1 n&4 
P E Q\Q, 
and 
It is clear that both x’ and x” E fi’ and that their length is strictly less 
than that of x. By minimality both x’ and x” (and therefore x’ + x”) belong 
to 8’. However, x’ + x” = x and x 4 8’. Our claim being established w  can 
now assume that x is of the form 
X= C n&i) 
iel 
for some Zc {O,..., N- l} where ni#O and (pi, z*) = imod N. Moreover, 
after multiplying x by some appropriate e(n) if necessary, we can assume 
that n, #O (such e(J) exists because /i is not empty and on the other hand 
multiplication by e(1) preserves the length of x as well as the number of 
nonempty Qi). Let 
g(T) = c niTi. 
iel 
Since g(t) = 0, it follows by Gauss’ lemma that 
g(T) = Per(T) h(T) 
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for some h(T) = Crz-O’ ciT’. Thus g(p,) = P&,) h(p,). By Proposition 6 
pN(pl) E9”’ from which we conclude that g(pi) E9’. Finally 
and therefore XE~‘. (To see that he right-hand side belongs to 9’ apply 
Case 1 to each n,(e(ip,) -e(pj)). 1
LEMMA 8. Let w E W be such that wj =j. Then wS = S. 
Proof It sufftces to how that w,4 = A. Let then 1 E A and suppose that 
wA$A. Then (<d=*) . is of period for some 0 < d < N and dl N. Thus 
d(wl,z*)=(wd&z*)=O modN 
so that wdi E> and therefore dA E& This, however, is not the case. For if 
so then 1 =f,(dl) = t”<“,‘*> contradicting thefact that t<“,‘*) is of 
period N. 1 
THEOREM 9. As above, let j = ker fo. Then, 
(a) WD= {WE Wlwj=j’). 
(b) W,=(WE WJwp=pmodg,VpEP}. 
Proof: Suppose first that (z*, N) is reduced. 
(a) Let w E W, and ~1 EB. By Lemma 7, 1 - e(p)E#z’ so that 
w(l -e(p))= 1 -e(wp)Ej’. Thus (wp, z*) = 0 mod N and therefore 
wp Ej. 
Conversely et xE fi’ and let w E W be such that wj =j. By Lemma 7 we 
can write 
Xc 1 (l-e(Pi)) Xi/Y 
iel 
for some pi E& xi E Z[P], and y E S. Since wj = j we conclude that 
f’(wx) f’(wy)=O. 
By Lemma 8 wy E S so that by Proposition 5 f’(wy) 4 j’. Hence WXE fi’ 
and therefore w E W,. 
(b) Let WE WI and PEP. Then we(p)=e(p) mod #‘. It follows that 
(wp - p, z* ) = 0 mod N and hence that WCC = p modg. Conversely, let 
w E W be such that wp =p modj for all p in P. By Lemma 7, 
1 -e(wp-p)E#’ for all PEP, we conclude that we(p)-e(p) mod/ for 
all pE P and therefore that wx = x mod #z’ for all x in Z[P]. This shows 
that w E W,. 
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We next consider the case where (z*, N) is not necessarily reduced. Let 
k E N be such that (P, z* ) = kZ and set d= g.c.d. {k, N). Let N, = d-‘N. 
Set 
5, = exp i2zN, = rd and z: = d- ‘z*. 
Clearly zTEQ” and the pair (z:, N,) is reduced. Let f;,Jol, hi, jI, W,, 
and W,, be the corresponding objects defined by this pair. 
Claim. b’ = #; : Let x = C n,e(p) EZ[P]. Then 
Claim. 2 =a1 : Let p E P. Then 
pEjo(p,z*)=o modNo(~,z:)=OmodN,o~E~,. 
Given that (z:, N,) is reduced the characterization of its decomposition 
and inertia groups in terms of j 1 has already been established. We can now 
complete the proof of Theorem 9 with the aid of the above two claims. For 
example, 
Remark. The above argument shows that for the purpose of studying 
pairs and their objects we can restrict ourattention toreduced pairs. 
3. Rationality and Ramification 
DEFINITION. Let A be a number field. A pair (z*, N) is called A-rational 
if (k) c A. In particular, (z * N) isf(l)-rational a d we call the degree of 
the extensionf(R) over Q the height of (z*, N) (see diagram (Dl)). 
Remark. It is common practice tocall elements of height 1rational, of
height 2 quadratic, and so on. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let (z*, N) be a reduced pair of height a and let W, 
and W, be its decomposition a d inertia groups. Then 
(a) a=O9lW,I IWJ’, 
(b) if a prime number p divides a-‘d(N) then p divides )WI. 
Proof. By Proposition 3(c) Is01 =4(N) a-’ while by Proposition 4(c) 
g0 N W,/W,. Combining these two the result follows. 1
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DEFINITION. A pair is called unramified if W, = { 1) and totally ramt$ed 
if W, = W,. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let z* E Q A and consider two pairs (z*, Ni), i= 1,2. 
Let f I, fi, fO,, ji, Wo(, and W, be objects ofthese pairs and suppose that Nz 
divides N,. 
(a) Zf (z*, N,) is either A-reduced orA-rational then so is (z*, N,). 
(b) WD, = WD, and WI, = W,. 
Proof. (a) The first assertion about reducibility is obvious. Now let 
N, = kN, and set 5’ = exp i2zN; ’ = tk. A typical e ement of fJZ[P] w) is 
of the form 
where C n,e(p) EZ[P]? Then x = C n,e(ku) also belongs to Z[P] w and 
since 
it follows that fi(Z[P] w) c f,(Z[P] “). The reader checks that his uffices 
to establish the assertion about A-rationality. 
(b) Clearly kj2 cji cj2. Let PLEAT and WE Wo,. Then wkpei, so 
that k( wp, z*) = (wkp, z* ) = 0 mod N, = kN,. It follows that 
(wp, z* ) - 0 mod Nz, hence that wp l j*, and therefore that w E W,,. The 
second inclusion can be established in a similar manner. 1 
COROLLARY. (a) The height of (z*, NJ is at most that of (z*, N,). 
(b) Zf (z*, N2) is unramified then so is (z*, N,). 1 
Remark. (We shall make use of this observation later.) Suppose that 
(z*, N) is reduced and that N> 2. Then if - 1 E W, (z*, N) cannot be 
totally ramified. Indeed, using Theorem 9 it is a simple matter to see that 
-16 W, but -14 W,. 
PART II: ELEMENTS OF FINITE ORDER IN LIE GROUPS 
4. Preliminary Concepts 
(Every representation of a Lie group or a Lie algebra is assumed to be 
complex and finite dimensional.) 
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(1) Let 8 be a (real) simple compact connected simply connected 
Lie group, 2 a maximal torus of 8, and denote by g and t’ their espective 
Lie algebras. Set t = it’ where i is a complex square root of - 1. We then 
have the exponential map 
exp i2n: t + 2 
Every representation II: 8 + GL( V) of 8 decomposes into weight spaces 
relative to 2, 
where Q c C* is the weight system of V. In particular, the adjoint represen- 
tation leads to the root space decomposition 
(The subscript C denotes complexification of the real space in question.) 
(2) Identify t with t* via the Killing form (.,.): k x t + R. Then the 
Weyl group W of d can be though as acting both in t* and t. With respect 
to this action the standard pairing 
(.,.):t*xt+R 
is W-invariant. 
Let ZZ= {a,,..., a,} be a base of A. Then the dual root system A A admits 
Z7^ = (a; ,..., a; } as a base where a; = 2ai(ai, ai)-‘. The action on t of 
both the Weyl group W^ of A A and W now coincide. In the usual manner 
we now define 
QCt* the root lattice, 
Q “cd the co-root lattice, 
PCt* the weight lattice, 
P”Cd the co-weight lattice, 
(0 4 1 ?...> the fundamental weights, 
{w; ,..-, 0; } the fundamental co-weights, 
h the Coxeter number of W or WA, 
e the connection i dex of A or A A) 
i no, n, ,-**, n,} the marks of the extended Coxeter-Dynkin 
diagram of A. 
(For details about the following material the reader is referred to[Kacf, 
KaQ, MPt, Pzll].) 
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(3) Let F be the fundamental region with respect toI7 of the afline 
Weyl group W, (F is the closure of the open simplex having the origin and 
the w:/n, as vertices). Then for every element xE Q there xists a unique 
element x* E F such that x is conjugate oexp i2nx*. If x is of finite order 
then following V. Kac we know we can represent x by a unique set 
[so, SlYr SJ of nonnegative r latively prime integral coordinates satisfying 
the following two conditions: 
If M is the order of Ad x in the adjoint group Ad (ti (henceforth eferred 
to as the Ad-order of x) then 
6) M= i n;s,, 
i=O 
(ii) ,y*=M-l 
The full order N of x is then C(x) M where C(x) is the order of Mx* 
modulo Q A. The value of C(x) can be determined bythe coordinates of x
(see [MPt]). 
(4) Recall that an element XE 8 is called regular if the centralizer of 
Ad x in Ad 8 is of dimension 1. If x is of finite order, then for x to be 
regular it is necessary and sufficient that its coordinates be all nonzero. 
(5) The element 8, of 8 with coordinates [2, l,..., 1 ] is called the 
extended principal element and we shall make extensive use of it in the 
sequel. Itis a rational regular element with Ad-order h + 1. 
(6) We next apply the theory developed inPart Ito the case where P 
is the weight lattice, W the Weyl group, etc. We therefore maintain all 
previous notation while attaching toits ymbols a new particular meaning. 
5. Representation of Elements of Finite Order by Pairs: 
Standard Representation 
DEFINITION. Let x E 8 be an element of order N. A pair (z*, N) is said 
to represent x if x is conjugate oexp i2nN-‘z*. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let x E 6 be of order N. Then there exists a pair 
(z*, N) representing x. 
Proof: x is conjugate oan element (of order N) of 2 and because of 
the exact sequence 
every such element is of the form exp i2rcN-‘z* for some z* E Q”. 1 
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PROPOSITION 13. IA x E 8 be of order N and (z*, N) be a pair 
representing x 
(a) (z*, N) is reduced. 
(b) Ifrc: 6-,GL(V) is a representation of 8 and ch( V) denotes its 
formal character then 
ch,,(x)=f’ch(V) 
where f’ is the ring morphism induced by (z*, N). 
Proof (a) Let k E N be such that (P, z*) = kZ and set 
d=g.d.c.{k, N}. Then dd’z*EQ” and x is conjugate to 
exp i2n(d-‘N))‘(d-‘z*). Because x is of order N we must necessarily have 
d= 1. It follows that z* achieves values that are relatively prime to N and 
therefore (z*, N) is reduced. 
(b) Since ch ,,(.) is a class function we may assume that x = 
exp i2nN- ‘z*. Thus if 
denotes the weight space decomposition ofV with respect to2 we have 
ch,(x) = try(rc(x)) = c dim V’exp i2n(I, N-‘z*) =f’ ch( V), 
LER 
where as prescribed, ch(V) = x1 E o dim pe(n) is the formal character of
the representation. 1 
COROLLARY. Let A be a number field. If x is A-rational2 then every pair 
representing x is reduced and A-rational. 1
PROPOSITION 14. For i = 1, 2, let xi E 8 be an element of order N and 
(z?, N) a pair representing it. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) x, and x2 are conjugate. 
(b) z: and zf belong to the same orbit of W in Q Iz mod NQ A. 
Moreover, if either of the above conditions hold, then the objects of (z:, N) 
and (~2, N) are conjugate (see below). 
Proof. (As before we use subindices i to denote the objects of(z:, N)). 
If x1 and x2 are conjugate hen ch,,(x,) = ch.(x,) for all representations V 
2 That is, if ch v(x) E A for all G-module V. 
481/108/l-2 
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of 8. Since the formal characters ofthe representations are known to 
generate all of Z[P] w by Proposition 13(b) we conclude that 
Call this common restriction f a d consider it as a map from Z[P] w 
into Q(5). Then both f; and f; are extensions off to morphisms from 
Z[P] into Q(t) and therefore [Bbkl, Chap. V, Sect. 2.2, Corollary to 
Theorem 21 there xists WE W such that 
f;=f;W. 
In particular fo all pE P, 
so that (,u, z: - wz;) -0 mod N or, in other words, z: z wz: mod NQ”. 
Conversely if z: = wzf + NQ A then exp i2lzN-‘zT = exp i2nN-‘wz:. 
Because the action of the Weyl group commutes with the exponential map 
we conclude that exp i2xN-‘z: and exp i2xN-‘z: lie in the same orbit of 
W on 2 and hence that hey are conjugate. But then so are x1 and x2. 
Finally, ifz: = w- ‘z; + NQ h it is trivial toverify that 
rl=f;w, fo,=.&% j2=wg1, 
wDz=wwD,w-’ and w,,=ww,,w-‘; 
and similarly for all other objects. It is in this ense that we say that the 
objects ofthe two pairs are conjugate. 1 
COROLLARY 1.3 The number of conjugacy classes of elements of order 
N in 6 equals the number of reduced orbits of W in Q h mod NQ h. In 
particular, this number is finite. (An orbit is called reduced if it contains an 
element z* + NQ” such that (z*, N) is reduced). m
COROLLARY 2. All pairs representing the same element have conjugate 
objects. 1 
COROLLARY 3. All pairs representing the same element have the same 
height. 
3 This result has been established using different methods by Djokovic [Djk, Theorem 21. 
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Proof: Let (z*, N) be a pair representing the element x of 8. By 
Proposition 13(a), (z *, N) is reduced and therefore by Proposition 10(a), 
height(z*, N) = &N)( W,( 1 IV,! -l, 
where W, and WI are the decomposition and inertia groups of (z*, N). By 
Corollary 2,we see that he height of any other pair epresenting x is then 
of the form 
$?i(N)lwW,w?l iww,w-‘I-’ 
for some w E W, whence the corollary. 1 
DEFINITION. The height of any pair epresenting x iscalled the height of 
x and is denoted by a(x). 
Remark. a(x) represents thedegree over Q of the smallest number field 
containing all character values of x. 
The above results show that all pairs representing a same element x are, 
in an obvious ense, equally good (they all give “conjugate information” 
about x). In practice, however, it is important to have an efficient way of 
assigning pairs to elements of finite order. This can be accomplished as
follows: 
Let x E 8 be of order N and [s,, s1 ,..., s,]be its coordinates. Set
I 
Zh =z^(x)= 1 siwp EPA, 
i= 1 
C=C(x)=orderz” mode”, 
and 
Then x is conjugate oexp i27rN-‘z* and the pair (z*, N) is uniquely 
determined by x. We call this pair the standard pair representing x and 
denote it by [z*, N]. By an abuse of language we call the objects ofthis 
pair the objects ofx. 
PROPOSITION 15. Let x E 0 be of order N with coordinates [ o, s, ,..., s,]. 
Let (z*, N) be any pair representing x and W, its decomposition group. 
(a) W, is the rejlection group 
WI= (r,juEAng). 
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(b) rf (z*, N) = [z*, N] then 
W, = ( ra, (si = 0; i = 0, l,..,, 1) 
where by convention Q is the lowest root of A. 
Proof: (a) Consider the situation described bythe diagram 
P&C 
I 
/p\ 
B Q 
Taking Z duals and identifying W with W” we obtain 
QA OLC 
a situation in which we claim that 
WE W,owx-x mod Q”, 
Indeed, by Theorem 9 we have 
WE W,owpsp modg, 
- (wp-P, X)EZ, 
0 (p, w-lx-X)EZ, 
OWX-XXQA, 
thus establishing the claim. If x E> h, we let W(x)= {WE WI 
wx = x mod Q h }. By means of the afiine Weyl group each W(x) can be 
shown to be a reflection group (See [Stb, Proposition 1.201 or [Bbk2, 
Chap. VI, Sect. 2, Ex. I]). 
Let now x1 ,..., x, be representatives of the cosets of Q n in j h. Then by 
the above claim 
w,= fi W(x,) 
i= I 
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and therefore W, is a reflection group. Finally, suppose that a E A and 
rcr E W,. Then for all pE P we have p - r,p = (p, ah ) a l j. In particular, if 
p is chosen so that (CL, a” ) = 1 we obtain a~j. (That such /A exists follows 
from the fact hat A h is a reduced root system.) Conversely, one easily sees 
that r,E W, whenever C(E An& 
(b) Write [z*, N] in the form (Cz “, CM). If a positive root a = 
xi=, ciai is such that r,c W, then by (a) we have a ~j so that 
(a, Cz A ) = 0 mod CM and therefore 
i cp, - 0 mod M. 
i=l 
Since xi=, nisi= M and 0 < ci <n, the above congruence can only be 
satisfied n two cases 
(1) ci#o*s;=o, 
(2) a= --a0 and s,=O. 
In case (1) it is simple to see that rl E (r,, 1si = 0) (because then a belongs 
to the subroot system generated bythe als with si = 0). We conclude that 
W, c (r,, 1sj = 0). The opposite inclusion isobvious by (a) for if si = 0 then 
aiej. 1 
PROPOSITION 16. Any pair representing a regular element of finite order 
is unramified. 
Proof If x is regular all of its coordinates are nonzero. By (b) of 
Proposition 15 the inertia group corresponding to its standard pair is 
trivial. Now apply Corollary 2 of Proposition 14. 1 
6. Comments and Examples 
(a) Let XEB be an element of order N and (z*, N) a pair 
representing x. We say that x is real if x takes real character values in every 
representation of (li. If w0 denotes the opposite involution of the 
corresponding Weyl group then for x to be real it is necessary and suf- 
ficient that wOz* = -z* [MPt, Proposition 5.31. 
If x is real and N> 2 then the character values of x cannot generate Q(l) 
and therefore (z*, N) cannot be totally ramified. If w0 = - 1 we then have 
an interpretation of the remark made at the end of Section 3. 
(b) Conway and Queen [CQu], and Serre [JPSl, JPS23 have 
shown that if 8 is of type E, and x E 0 is rational ofprime order p, then 
p ,< 3 1. Their argument goes as follows4: 
4 According to Serre this type of argument is originally dueto Minkowski. 
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(i) p must divide the order of the Chevalley group E,(q) for all arge 
enough primes q
(ii) no prime p > 31 has this property. 
Similarly itfollows that p # 17, 23, or 29. We can explain this result as 
follows. 
If x is as above then any pair (z*, p) representing x is reduced and 
rational. Hence it induces an isomorphism 
and therefore W has elements of order p - 1. In the case of E, this excludes 
p> 31 and p= 17, 23, or 29 [Crt2, Ktz, Pzll]. 
When p = 23 we can go further than showing that x is not rational; we 
actually claim the height a of x is 11. Indeed, by Proposition 10, a = 11 or 
22. But - 1 E W and therefore (z*, N) is not totally ramified, thus a # 22. In 
other words, the smallest field containing all character values of an element 
x of order 23 of 8 is an extension fdegree 11 of Q. 
Before moving on let us mention that all the above authors recognized 
that heir argument can be used to establish that 
“If 6 is exceptional then any rational e ement of 6 of prime order has 
order not exceeding h + 1”. 
In section 9 we give a more general result inthis direction. 
(c) The problem of determining the height a(x) of an element xE 8 
(i.e., whether x is rational, quadratic, etc.) is a quite interesting o eand 
much work is now being done on it (See [KaQ, MPt]). 
Note that an efficient way of computing IW,l will give a beautiful 
solution tothis problem. Indeed 
4x) = 4(Wl W,l I W,l -l 
and ( W,( can be obtained at once from Proposition 15(b). The coordinates 
of x also make possible a fast computation of a basis for i. The whole 
problem is now reduced to finding the size of the stabilizer of j in W. 
Maybe the most interesting feature ofsuch an approach is that he com- 
plexity of the computations remains unchanged regardless of the order of 
the element of which one wants to determine the height, 
(d) We compute the objects ofthe element x= [ 1,2,3] of G,. The 
marks of the extended Coxeter-Dynkin diagram are 1, 3,2 and therefore 
the adjoint order of x is 13. Moreover, since P” = QA actually 13is also 
the full order of x. The standard pair of x is [z*, 131 where 
z* = 20, + 30, 1 ff,H2 tY,l-+3. 
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(Of course, in general, the q’s will not form a basis for P but we take 
advantage that this is so in our present case.) Simple computations give 
kerf,=g= (aal +baz)2a+36z0 mod(l3)). 
At the group level we have 
9 = Gal(Q(S):Q) = Z/122, 
WI = { 1 } (since x is regular), 
and 
w, N 5% c z/122. 
We claim that W, = (rl r2). Note that because W, is cyclic the claim will 
follow simply by showing that r1r2 E W,, i.e., r1r2j =i. Now 
fo(r,r,(aa, + bq)) = tl’“-‘$ and we can establish the claim by observing 
that 2a+3brO mod(l3)+7a-96=0 mod(13). 
Note that as was mentioned in (c) we have determined that a(x) = 2 
without having to compute a single character value. 
The reader may like to check that he decomposition group of the exten- 
ded principal e ement [2, 1, 1 ] of order 7 is also generated by a Coxeter 
transformation. As we shall see in the next section this is no coincidence. 
7. Special Elements of the Weyl Group 
DEFINITION. Let 17 be a base of d and ht: A + Z the usual height 
function. An element w E W is called special with respect to17 if 
ht(wa,) 5 ht(wcr,) mod(h + 1) 
for all ai and aj in I7. The set of special e ements we denote by s(n). 
THEOREM 17. Let S= S(IZ) denote the set of special elements with 
respect o a base 17 of A, 5 a primitive h + 1 root of unity, and 9 the Galois 
grow of Q(t) over Q. 
(a) S is a group. More precisely S % 9. 
(b) Let IT be another base of A and s’ be its pecial group. If a E W is 
such that oIT= IT then S’ = uSa-‘. 
(c ) Suppose that h + 1 is a prime number so that S is cyclic. Let c be a 
generator of S. Then c is a Coxeter tranformation having a,,..., a, as 
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representatives of its I orbits on A. Moreover, if n denotes the congruence 
class of 
ht(ccr,) mod(h + 1) 
then 
generates the Galois group Y. Conversely, every generator of Y is induced by 
a Coxeter transformation in the above manner. 
Proof. (a) Consider the standard pair [z*, N] of the extended 
principal element 8,. Thus 
z*=cz/\, N= C(h+ l), 
and C = 1 or 2 according towhether z* belongs to Q A or not. Recall also 
that [z*, N] = (Cz”, C(h + 1)) is reduced, rational nd unramified. All 
objects henceforth are those of 19~. 
LEMMA A. Let j =j n Q. Then W, = (w E WI w; =2}. 
If WE Wo then wj =j and this clearly implies that w> =2. To see the 
converse first notice that regardless of the value of C we have 
PESO (,u, z^) ~0 mod(h+ 1). 
Now let e be the connection i dex of d. Let p ~j, and let w E W be such 
that w; =>. Since p E> we have wep l 2 ~8. Thus 
( web z/\)=e(wp,z”)=O mod(h+l). 
Given that e and h + 1 are always relatively prime if follows that 
( wp, z h ) = 0 mod(h + 1). Hence W,U ~j and therefore w E W,. 
LEMMA B. S = W, 31 Y. 
Clearly, 
(h+l)Zcr,OZ(tq-a,)@ ... OZ(a,_,-tq) 
is a basis for 2 since (a, z ” ) = ht(a) for all tx EA. It is simple to see then 
that 3 => for all sE S and hence by Lemma A that S c W,. Conversely, 
let w E W,. Since ai- ~(~62 we must have wai- waj EB, i.e., 
(wa,-waj,z”)%O mod(h+l). 
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But ( WCI,, z A) = ht(wa,) for all 1 6 i,< 1 and therefore WE S. Finally 
because (Cz h, C(h + 1)) is reduced, rational, ndunramified, we know that 
W, z Y’ where 9’ is the Galois group corresponding to the C(h + 1) 
cyclotomic field. The present lemma and hence the first part of the 
Theorem will be established if we can show that $9 = 9’. This is indeed the 
case for 
(i) if h + 1 is odd the statement isobvious, while 
(ii) if h+ 1 is even, then 6 is of type A, with 1 even and in this case 
c= 1. 
(b) The kernel 8’ of the group morphism induced by the standard 
pair of the extended principal e ement 0; corresponding tonl satisfies 
8’ = ai. This clearly implies W, = e Woo-’ and therefore by (a) 
S’=aSa-‘. 
(c) Suppose now that h+ 1 is a prime number. Then ‘9’ = 99 is cyclic 
of order h. Furthermore, ~5: Y + WD = S is an isomorphism. By 
Proposition 2 for each z E 9 we have the commutative diagram 
In particular, foreach fundamental root cli we have 
where 4 =exp i2n(h + l)-’ and n denotes the congruence class of ht(wa,) 
mod(h + 1). At this point it will suffice to show that he generators ofS are 
Coxeter transformations with the required property. 
Suppose then that w above generates S.Then z = $ -lw generates ‘9and 
hence z is of order h and no (positive) power of T lower than the hth fixes 5. 
But then w is also of order h and the commutativity ofour last diagram 
shows not only that the a;s belong to different orbits of w in A, but also 
that each of these orbits has exactly h elements. That w is a Coxeter trans- 
formations ow follows from Proposition 3 of the Appendix. 1 
COROLLARY. Let I > 2 be an integer. For I+ 1 to be a prime number it is 
necessary and sujpcient that there xists an l-cycle a in the symmetric group 
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on 1 symbols (l,..., Z> such that a(i + 1) - a(i) equals to a constant modulo 
(I+ 1) for ail 1 ,< i< I - 1. Moreover, if this is the case and 
a(i + 1) - a(i) = n, then n is a primitive root of unity mod(Z + 1). 
Proof: Apply part (c) of Theorem 17 to the standard root system of 
VpeA,-l. I 
8. The Principal and Mersenne Elements 
Let p A = C:= I 0;. For each natural number r we define 8, E 2 by 
O,=expi2z(h+r)-‘p”. 
We call 0, the rth principal element of G. In practice 8,is usually called the 
principal element while 8,) as we have seen, is called the extended principal 
element.’ 
If w,, denotes the opposite involution6 then wOph = - p”. It follows that 
principal e ements take real character values and therefore that they are 
represented by nontotally ramified pairs. On the other hand the coor- 
dinates of 9, are [r + 1, l,..., l] so that 8, is regular and hence is represen- 
ted by unramified pairs. Combining these two observations together we 
conclude that principal e ements have trivial inertia groups and decom- 
position groups with at least wo elements. 
We have seen in Section 7 that he decomposition group of 8r consists of
the special e ements of the Weyl group with respect tothe base of A chosen 
to define 8r. Our next result determines the decomposition group for all 
but a finite number of principal elements. 
PROPOSITION 18. If r > h - 2 then the decomposition group of 8, consists 
only of the identity and the opposite involution. 
ProoJ: As in Section 7 we see that he kernel j of the group morphism 
f. induced by the standard pair of 8, is given by 
j=(Pw(P,P”)= 0 mod (h + r)}. 
Let w E W and suppose that w is neither 1 nor w,,. Then there xists i and j 
such that wcxi > 0 and wclj < 0. Now 
fOw(cLi-aj)=5 
CC < WCL,, p n > ~ < waj. p n > ) = c C(htwa, - hlwa,) 
> 
5The principal element was studied extensively b Kostant in [Kst]. The extended prin- 
cipal element was first introduced by Macdonald in [Mcd]. Kac in his [KacZ] studied this 
element in detail and also introduced the infinite family of rth principal elements, for 
r = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
6The opposite involution is the unique element of W applying every positive root into a 
negative root. 
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where < is a primitive C(h + r)-root of unity. Since wa,# - waj and the 
height of the highest root is h - 1 it follows that 
0 < htwa, - htwaj < 2(h - 1). 
Now ai - aj ~j and therefore wj#g whenever h+ r 3 2(h - 1). Finally, the 
decomposition group of 8, is known to have at least wo elements. This 
finishes the proof. 8 
COROLLARY. Let N(B,) be the order of 8,. If r>, h - 2 the height of 8, is 
given by ?i#W(e,)). I
We next introduce what we call Mersenne lements. 
Let 6 be of type A, and define zA E P” by (ai, z * ) = 2’- 1 for all 
i = l,..., 1  The element M, of 5 defined by 
M,=exp i2z(2h - l)-‘zh, h=Z+l 
is called the Mersenne element of 6. The coordinates of M, are 
[2’, 1, 2 )....) 2’- ‘1 
so that M, is a regular element of Ad-order M= 2h - 1 and full order 
N = CM where 
C= 
h 
g.c.d.(k, Ci=l,,i2i-‘)’ 
PROPOSITION 19. Suppose that h and 2h- 1 are relatively prime.7 Then 
the decomposition group of M, is cyclic of order h and admits the Coxeter 
transformation c = rrx, ’ *. r,, as a generator. 
Proof Let i=jn Q and wD = {WE W( ~a”=;). By reasoning as in 
Lemma A of Theorem 17 it follows that it will suffice to show that 
qD = (c). Let now x = C:= 1 c,a,c;. Then 
c ci2’-’ ~0 mod M. 
i= 1 
On the other hand c(x)=c,a,+c,cl,+ .*a +c,-,a,--,(a, + .** +a,) and 
hence 
(c(x),z”)=~c,+~c,+ -.. +2’P’c,-,+2’c,-(1+ ... +2’-‘+2’)c, 
=~($,c~Z~-~)-C,MZO modM. 
’ This is &he case whenever h is a prime. 
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We conclude that <c) c @,. To see the reverse inclusion note that if 
w E ii/, then w commutes with c (because W, 2: Y0 is abelian) and c is 
known to commute only with its powers. (see [Ctr2]). m
Remark. The proposition does not necessarily hold if the assumption 
on h and 2h - 1 is removed. For example, the decomposition group of M5 
has only 3 elements. 
QUESTION. If p is a prime then the height of A4,- I determines whether 
2P - 1 is a prime or not. Can this be used to study the existence ofan 
infinite number of Mersenne primes? 
9. Relation between the Order, the Height, and the Coxeter Number 
We start with a result that belongs to the abstract theory developped in
Part I applied to the case where P is the weight lattice ofan indecom- 
posable reduced root system A, and W its Weyl group. 
If w E W we let o(w) denote its order and for each p E P we let 
We call o,,(p) the orbit of w at p. Its cardinality I,,(p) is called the length of 
the orbit. 
The notation below concerning root systems is that of [Bbk2]. In par- 
ticular E 1 )..., E]denotes an orthonormal basis of R’. 
LEMMA 20. Let p be an odd prime number, n a positive integer, and 
(z*, p”) a reduced pair. There exists p E P satisfying 
(i) (p,z*) f 0 modp 
(ii) I,(p) <h for all w E W. 
Proof: We distinguish between the different types of root systems. 
TypeA,. Let y=(f+ l))iCfZiai. Then wi=al+ ... +ei-iy. Set 
p1=w,andpj=~j-oj_,for2djdZ.Theset (pi)i,iisabasisforPand 
therefore there xists pisuch that (pi, z* ) & 0 mod p. Finally, pi= E, - y. 
Since yis W-invariant we have f,(pi) <h = I+ 1 for all w in W. 
Types B,, C,, and D,. First note that he E!)S belong to the weight lattice 
of the corresponding root system. Suppose now that (Ed, z*) r0 mod(p) 
for all i. Given that 2Pc @Z.ci the fact hat p is odd then implies that 
(P, z*) c pZ in contradiction with the assumption that (z*, p”) is a 
reduced pair. We conclude that for some i,, E = ei, satisfies (E,z*) f 0 
mod(p). We can now finish t e proof by showing that I,(E) <h in each of 
the above three types. Intypes B,, and CI it is clear that I,(E) < 21= h. Type 
D, requires some additional work. 
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If w E W(D,) is such that I,(E) > h = 2(1- 1) then necessarily 
O,(&)=l2+ ur, (3) 
where 52+ = (E~}~, i ! and Sz- = -9+. Let oi= &, O,< i < 1. In order to 
satisfy (1) above we must necessarily have w’s = -E and also that, up to 
sign, (v~}~ :,,, =0+. Hence (u~)~,~,, is a basis for the underlying space 
where W acts and with respect tothis basis the action of w is given by 
! 0 1 0 1 . - 0 1 -1’ 0 
Thus the characteristic polynomial of w is char(w) = T’+ 1. On the other 
hand this polynomial is always of the form [Spg, Sect. 5.31, 
char(w)= i (Tj- l)‘+(j)(Tj+ l)‘-(j). 
Therefore e +(I) = 0, e ~ (I) = 1 and e+(j) = e _ (j) = 0 for all j< 1. If follows 
that w has an odd number of negative orbits which is impossible (ibid). 
Types GZ, F4, E,, and E,. The Weyl groups of these types do not have 
elements of order exceeding h [Ctr2, Ktz, Pzll]. The result is therefore 
obvious. 
Type E,. In this case the only elements of order larger than 18 are 
those of order 30. Either by looking at the conjugacy classes [Ctr2, Ktz] 
or straight forward reasoning [Pzll], it follows that any two such elements 
are conjugate byan automorphism of the corresponding root system. 
From this observation a d the fact hat p is odd and 2P c Q, we con- 
clude that o establish the result i will suffice to produce an element w E W 
of order 30, and a basis (y , ,..., y,)of Q such that l,,(y,) 6 18 for all 1d i < 7. 
To do this consider the extended iagram of type E,: 
Set CJ = rwrxsra6r1, and r = raorZ,. Then w = - 0~ is of order 30 and we leave 
it to the reader the simple task of checking that the basis B= 
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l al, @2, a4, as, ok, a7, ~1~ - a~~ >of Q has the required property. (As a matter 
of fact he length of the orbit of W at each of the elements of B does not 
exceed 10). 1 
It will be rather nice if a uniform proof of this last result could be found 
(this is partially accomplished in Proposition 3(a) of the Appendix). Atany 
rate, Lemma 20 is the key to our next objective. As we shall presently see, it 
will allow us to establish a beautiful relation between the prime divisors of
the order of an element of 6, the dimension of the smallest number field 
where this element akes character values, and the geometry of the root 
system. 
THEOREM 21. Let XE 8 be an element of order N and height a. If p” 
divides N for some prime p then 
&P”) d ha if PZ2, 
2”-*<ha if p=2. 
ProoJ: Case 1, p # 2. Let (z*, N) be a pair epresenting x. Then (z*, N) 
is reduced of height a. By Proposition 11 and its Corollary (a) it follows 
that 
(i) (z*, p”) is reduced, 
(ii) height (z*, p”) = a’ < a. 
Consider now the objects defined by (z*, p”). Since this pair is reduced 
we have W,/ W, ‘v tL 9&, where 
Let cr be a generator fS&, w E e(o), and let pE P be as in Lemma 20. By 
Proposition 2 we have the following commutative diagram: 
where <’ is a primitive p”-root of unity. Let b = 19&l. Then no power of 0 
lower than the bth can fix 5’. It follows that the elements p, wp,..., wb-‘p 
are all distinct and therefore, by the choice of p, that b< h. Thus 
qS(p”) = lC9l= I93J a’ = ba’ d ha’ d ha. 
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Case 2, p = 2.’ Assume n > 2. We have 3 = 2 x 2”- ’ and therefore 
%o- W,/W,cS is of the form 2x2” or 2” where m<n-2. 
5+,=2xX2”. Then a=2”-“‘-’ and W has elements of order 2”. By 
Proposition 1 of the Appendix, 2” <h. Thus 
$,=22”. Now a=2”-“-I and reasoning as above we actually obtain 
2”-‘<ha. 1 
PROPOSITION 22. Let x E (5 be of prime order p and height a. Suppose 
that x is regular. Then there xists an element w of W whose orbits in A are 
all of length a- ‘(p - 1). 
Proof. Let (z*, p) be a pair representing x. Then (z*, p) is unramified 
so that W,= {l}. Consider next a generator z of g0 and let w = 11/(z). For
each a E A we have 
a & c<“.=*> 
If (a, z*) GO mod p then aE:g and therefore r,E WI 
(Proposition 15(a)). Itfollows that l’= <<“*‘*> isa primitive pth root of 
unity. The commutativity of the diagram then shows that o,,,(a) h sorder 
of z elements. Since this order is a-‘(~ - 1) a repetition of the same 
argument will eventually establish our result. 1
APPENDIX: SOME RESULSON WEYL GROUPS 
Let V be an I dimensional complex space and A a reduced and indecom- 
posable root system on V with Weyl group Wand Coxeter number h. Con- 
sider W as a group of automorphisms ofV. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let w E W and suppose that 5 E C is an eigenvalue of w. 
Then 
(a) 5 is a primitive dth root of unity and there xists an exponent mi of 
W such that dim,+ 1. In particular, d< h. 
(b) If d above equals h then w is a Coxeter transformation. 
Proof. See [Kst, Corollary 9.21. 
8 For each natural number i we will denote by 2’ the cyclic group with 2’ elements. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let A‘ c A be a proper indecomposable subroot system 
of A and let h’ be its Coxeter number. Then h’ <h. 
Proof Let c’ be a Coxeter transformation of the Weyl group of A’. 
Then c’ has a primitive h’-root of unity as an eigenvalue sothat viewing 
now c’ as an element of W we conclude by Proposition l(a) that h’ < h. If 
h’ = h, then by Proposition l(b) c’ is a Coxeter transformation of W and 
hence we must have I’=rankd’=Z. But then Id’1 =I’h’=Zh= IAl. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let w E W. Then 
(a) w has an orbit in A having at most h elements. 
(b) If w has I orbits of length h in A then w is a Coxeter 
transformation.’ 
Proof: Let 9 be a complex simple Lie algebra admitting a Cartan sub- 
algebra 4 with respect towhich the root system of 9 is isomorphic tod. 
Denote by Aut,(p, 4) the group of elementary automorphisms of 9 that 
stabilize R. If s E Aut,(g, 4) then the restriction sl 1 induces via the con- 
tragradient representation an element E(S) of the Weyl group. In fact he 
map 
E: Aut&, A) + W 
is a surjective group morphism [Bbk3, Chap. VIII, Sect. 51. Finally, let 
be the root space decomposition of9 with respect toA. Before going into 
the main proof let us establish the following: 
LEMMA. Let s be any automorphism of + If spa c # for all a E A then 
sI1 = 1. 
Proof of the Lemma. Let {x,, h,, x-,} be an s/,-triplet of g”0 
cg, pprl 09-I. By assumption there xists nonzero t, and t nil EC such 
that sx,= t,x, and sx-,= t-,x-,. Because sis an automorphism of 9 it is 
simple to see that t,t_,= 1 and hence that sh,= h,. Thus slA= 1. 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 3. 
Proof of (a). We proceed by induction the rank I of W. If I = 1 the 
result isobvious. Let now I> 2 and w E W. 
9 It is rather surprising that his has not been pointed out before in the usual iterature. 
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(1) If 1 is an eigenvalue ofw then w belongs to a (not necessarily 
indecomposable) Weyl subgroup IV’ of W of rank ~1 [Ctr2, 
Proposition 23. If so, after decomposing IV’ if necessary, we can apply the 
induction hypothesis together with our last proposition to conclude that w 
has the required property. (Note that we actually obtain that w has at least 
one orbit having length strictly less than h.) 
(2) Assume that w does not have 1 as an eigenvalue. Let SE 
Au&&z, R) be such that E(S) = w and choose representatives y1 ,..., y,of the 
orbits of w in A. Fix a nonzero X0,; E$‘I and set 
for all 1 < i < n, and 1 <j< I(i) (here f(i) denotes the length of the orbit o 
which yi belongs). Let 
I(i) - 1 I(i) - 1 
+ @ s$Y’= @ p’. 
j=O j=O 
Then for each i the set {Xj,l}~~; * is a basis of pi and g decomposes 
naturally into s-modules, 
g=R0 & $2. 
i= 1 
The action of s on pi is given in the above basis by 
i 0 1 0 1 .  . . 0 1 5i0 1 
for some ri E C\(O). Its characteristic polynomial is therefore 
char(s)) 8’ = T’(‘) - 5. I’ 
Let m be the dimension of the nil-space of s - 1. Given that by 
assumption 1 is not an eigenvaiue of slg we conclude by the above 
argument hat 
(We are using the fact hat the nil-space and kernel of s - 1 coincide. The 
reason for this is that s stabilizes a Cartan subalgebra of 9 and it is 
therefore a semisimple automorphism [Pzl2, Theorem lo]). 
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On the other hand [Bbk3, Chap. VII, Sect. 4, Proposition 91 we have 
m > 1. Combining these two inequalities we obtain 
Now (a) follows from the fact hat /A 1 = lh. 
Proof of(b). Suppose that w has 1 orbits of length . Then reasoning as
in (1) above we see that 1 is not a eigenvalue ofw. We can then reason as 
in (2) and conclude that n= 1 so that all 5;s equal 1. In particular 
The lemma we proved at the beginning then shows that shlA is also the 
identity and hence that s is of order h. Since the nil-space ofs - 1 is 1 
dimensional we can now apply a result of Kostant to conclude that 
w= E(S) is a Coxeter transformation (see [Kst, Theorem 9.2; Bbk3, 
Chap. VIII, Sect. 5, Ex. 5; Pz12, Proposition 151). 1 
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